Greetings MHA Members, Families and Friends,

Welcome to the 2016 Maine Horse Association banquet. Thank you to all of the exhibitors, their families and trainers for supporting MHA. We truly work hard for our members. This year MHA had many events offered throughout the state. Please join us in making 2017 even better!
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*****Turn in your 2017 MHA Membership Form tonight and be entered into a drawing for a free membership!

MHA Past Presidents

1935    Oscar Benoit, Portland
1936-1939  Frank O. Stephen, Auburn
1940    Lloyd Batchelder, Sanford
1941-1944  Clyde Reed, Sanford
1945-1946  Arthur Dutton, Bath
1947-1948  Elmer Blackwell, Portland
1949-1950  Dr. Everett Winslow, Portland
1951    Jake Shaffer, Gardiner
1952    Henry B. Baribeau, Brunswick
1953-1954  Harold O'Brien, Auburn
1955    Joe Honan, Portland
1956    Hugh Smith, Winthrop
1957-1958  Ernest J. Asselyn, Portland
1959-1960  Fred Swasey, West Paris
1961-1962  Robert Keene, Lisbon Falls
1963-1964  Larry Felt, North Whitefield
1965    Roy Holden, Westbrook
1966-1967  Charles Lowe, Camden
1968-1970  Joseph Palleschi, Winthrop
1971    Robert Harkins, Naples
1972-1973  Arleen Morais, South China
1974-1975  Art Wilding, Lewiston
1976-1977  Carlton Chamberlin, Springvale
1978-1979  Robert Berry, Lewiston
1980  Sandra McCormick, Hollis Center
1981  Richard MacDonald, Jr., Berwick
1982-1983  Vance Daley, Whitefield
1984    David Chamberlin, Springvale
1985-1986  Cindy Schaub, Belfast
1987-1988  Sandra Crossley, Greene
1989-1990  Nora Morris, Auburn
1991  Vance Daley, Whitefield
1995-1996  Robyn Cuffey, Gorham
1997-2001  Harold Cushing, Jr., Portland
2002-2003  Patricia LeClerc, Durham
2004-2006  Paulajean O'Neill, Gray
2007-2010  Andy Bailey, Canaan
2011-2013  Jo Hight, Scarborough
2014-2015  Sylvia Corbett, Gorham
2016-    Regan Grant, Acton
2016 MHA Year-End Grand Championship Awards

ORGANIZED TRAIL RIDE PROGRAM

2016 Mileage Recognition to Horse/Rider Combination

Gold Award - Over 200 miles for 2016
High Mileage Adult
Dusty & Joyce Winchell, 333.6 mi.

Dressage Competitions Program

Introductory Level
Champion – Snap Dancer, Elizabeth Sanborn
Reserve – Cayden BTF, Cindi Spear

Training Level
Champion – Kennebec Jester, Margaret Bailey-Miller
Reserve – Kennebec Eagles Echo, Kathleen Bailey

First Level
Champion – Kennebec Jester, Margaret Bailey-Miller
Reserve – Gone to Carolina, Amy Higgins
Shown by Kathleen Bailey

Horse Show Grand Championship Awards

Lead Line Equitation, Hunter Pleasure Seat
Champion – Aiden Lear

Lead Line Equitation, Western Seat
Champion – Guiliana Connell
Reserve – Ansley Carroll
Third – Greta Connell

Lead Line Equitation, Hunter/Jumping Seat
Champion – Gavin Martineau

Lead Line Equitation, Saddle Seat
Champion – Lily Tarbox
MINIATURE HORSE IN HAND, STALLIONS/GELDINGS

Champion – Vanity Groves Split Decision, Cathy McDevitt
Reserve – Birchcrest Here for the Party, Vicki Towne

MINIATURE HORSE IN HAND, MARES

Champion – Birchcrest Exceptionally Fancy, Cathy McDevitt
Reserve – Ten Ls Tigers High Society, Joey & Teddy Fortin

MORGAN IN HAND, OPEN

Champion – Little Oak's Custom Chrome, Janine & Allen Hawkins
Shown by Emily Hawkins

OPEN GROOMING CLASS

Champion – Carole Mason
Reserve – Morgan Schlaack

LEAD LINE PLEASURE, HUNTER PLEASURE SEAT

Champion – Hidden Hollow Hot Shot, Pam Lear,
Shown by Aiden Lear

LEAD LINE PLEASURE, HUNTER/JUMPING SEAT

Champion – Christmas, Gavin Martineau

LEAD LINE PLEASURE, SADDLE SEAT

Champion – Tornaado's Fiz, Theresa Guillemette-Doyle,
Shown by Lily Tarbox

LEAD LINE PLEASURE, WESTERN SEAT

Champion – Little Oak's Custom Chrome, Janine & Allen Hawkins
Shown by Ansley Carroll & Greta Connell
Reserve – MVA Kahlua N Cream, Jess Small,
Shown by Guiliana Connell
Third – Psyntific, Sharon Carroll, Shown by Jovan Lambert

ENGLISH HORSE IN HAND

Champion – A Royal Opportunity, Rebecca Gagnon
Reserve – Midwest Lady in Red, Amanda Boutet

WESTERN HORSE IN HAND

Champion – Mighty Smoke Show, Carole Mason
Reserve – John's Jet Lag, Morgan Schlaack

QUARTER HORSE HALTER

Champion – Mighty Smoke Show, Carole Mason

QUARTER HORSE HUNTER UNDER SADDLE

Champion – Mighty Smoke Show, Carole Mason

QUARTER HORSE WESTERN PLEASURE

Champion – Mighty Smoke Show, Carole Mason
COLOR BREED MODEL HORSE
Champion – John's Jet Lag, Morgan Schlaack
Reserve – Little Oak's Custom Chrome, Janine & Allen Hawkins
Shown by Emily Hawkins

COLOR BREED PLEASURE HORSE
Champion – John's Jet Lag, Morgan Schlaack
Reserve – Little Oak's Custom Chrome, Janine & Allen Hawkins
Shown by Emily Hawkins

YOUTH ACTIVITY PLEASURE HORSE/PONY, ENGLISH
Champion – In Like Flynn, Sarah Lettre
Shown by Andrea Sanborn and Lucy Pruett
Co-Reserve – Chip O Skip, J Robin Lovejoy
Shown by Jack Delprete and Trinity Binette
Co-Reserve – Refused to Sink, Miranda Migneault
Third – John's Jet Lag, Morgan Schlaack

ADULT SHOWMANSHIP, OPEN
Champion – Carole Mason

YOUTH ACTIVITY SHOWMANSHIP, UNDER 18 YEARS
Champion – Morgan Schlaack

SADDLEBRED IN HAND
Champion – A Royal Opportunity, Rebecca Gagnon
Reserve – Midwest Lady in Red, Amanda Boutet
MORGAN HUNTER PLEASURE HORSE
Champion – Little Oak's Custom Chrome, Janine & Allen Hawkins
Shown by Emily Hawkins

SCHOOLING HUNTER
Champion – Appealing Promise, Julia House

SPECIAL WORKING HUNTER
Champion – Red Ronnie, Esther Goodrich-Puffer
Shown by Katrina Kondrup and Alyssa Godin

MORGAN PLEASURE HORSE, JUNIOR EXHIBITOR
Champion – Little Oak's Custom Chrome, Janine & Allen Hawkins
Shown by Courtney Grant and Morgan Schlaack

MINIATURE HORSE OBSTACLES
Champion – Clearbrook's My Two Cents, Lily Ouellette & Tatum Milley

MORGAN WESTERN PLEASURE
Champion – Little Oak's Custom Chrome, Janine & Allen Hawkins
Shown by Emily Hawkins

WALK-TROT EQUITATION, RIDERS 11 & OVER
Champion – Jenna LeBarge

DENIM RIDGE FARM SADDLE SEAT WALK-TROT EQUITATION CHALLENGE TROPHY
Donated by Denim Ridge Farm
To be awarded annually to the rider accumulating the highest number of points in the Walk-Trot Equitation 10 & under Saddle Seat Section. Must be won two times by the same rider for permanent possession.

Recipient – Tatum Milley
ADULT EQUITATION, ENGLISH  
**Champion** – Kathleen Bailey

ADULT EQUITATION, WESTERN  
**Champion** – Emily Hawkins

WESTERN SEAT EQUITATION UNDER 18  
**Champion** – Morgan Schlaack

STANDARDBRED TWO-GAIT EQUITATION  
**Champion** – Jenna LeBarge

SHORT STIRRUP HUNTER/JUMPING SEAT EQUITATION  
**Champion** – Grace Keenan

WALK-TROT EQUITATION,  
HUNTER PLEASURE SEAT  
RIDERS 10 UNDER  
**Champion** – Olivia Johnson  
**Reserve** – Keara Battagliese  
**Third** – Emma Grace Lear

STANDARDBRED IN HAND, OPEN  
**Champion** – Gone to Carolina, Amy Higgins  
Shown by Kathleen Bailey

**Maine Morgan Horse Club Special Award**  
Highest Scoring Morgan in Morgan classes on the MHA Circuit (Annual Award)  
**High Score** – Little Oak’s Custom Chrome, the Hawkins Family

**Extreme Rites Three-Gaited Memorial Challenge Trophy**  
Donated by Onwego Farm, Paul & Paulette Brim  
To be awarded to the rider having the highest number of points in the entire MHA Saddlebred Three-Gaited Horse Division. To be won two times by the same owner for permanent possession.

**RECIPIENT** –  
*Lexi Lettre presenting Our Lady of Grace*
MHA ENGLISH PLEASURE

Champion – John's Jet Lag, Morgan Schlaack
Reserve – Santana's Giselle Lullaby, Jennifer Morrison

MEADOWCREEK’S EXOTIC DANCER CHALLENGE TROPHY
Donated by Bayley Shaw, 2014
To be awarded annually to the horse accumulating the highest number of points in the MHA English Pleasure Horse division. To be won two times by the same horse for permanent possession.

Recipient: John's Jet Lag, Morgan Schlaack

HUNTER SEAT PLEASURE EQUITATION, JUNIORS & AMATEUR ADULTS

Champion – Morgan Schlaack
Reserve – Emily Hawkins
Third – Jennifer Morrison
Fourth – Miranda Migneault

SADDLE SEAT EQUITATION UNDER 18

Champion – Courtney Grant
Reserve – Tyler Hodgkins

MHA proudly congratulates its 2016 NEHC Equitation Medal QUALIFIERS!

Saddle Seat 17 & Under
Bayley Shaw, Tyler Hodgkins, Courtney Grant, Sophie Ouellette and Emma Ouellette

Saddle Seat 10 & Under Walk-Trot
Tatum Milley and Kayleigh Mills
SCHOOLING JUMPER
*Champion* – Our Jeff’s Ladd, Diane Kane
Shown by Alyssa Vieira

PRELIMINARY JUMPER
*Champion* – Kozette, Diane Kane
Shown by Gina Carbone

LOW WORKING HUNTER
*Champion* – Our Jeff’s Ladd, Diane Kane
Shown by Alyssa Vieira

**THE GRAY PERPETUAL TROPHY**
*Donated by the Braley Gray Family, 1964*
To be awarded annually to the horse/pony having the highest number of points in a Hunter Division which is open to horse/ponies and riders of any age with no restrictions as to status (e.g. Open Hunter, Low Hunter, Special Hunter). If a horse/pony shows in more than one of these divisions, points will not be combined.

*Recipient* – *Our Jeff’s Ladd, Diane Kane*
*Shown by Alyssa Vieira*

WALK-TROT PLEASURE RIDERS 11 & OVER
*Champion* – Simon Watson, Wallace Watson
Shown by Jenna LeBarge

*Reserve* – Kennebec Enchantress, Margaret Gardiner
Shown by Pam Cahill and Kathleen Bailey

WALK-TROT PLEASURE, HORSE/PONY
HUNTER PLEASURE SEAT,
RIDERS 10 & UNDER
*Champion* – The Budmeister, Theresa Guillemette-Doyle
Shown by Olivia Johnson

*Reserve* – Callaway's Danseur, Amanda Boutet
Shown by Keara Battagliese

*Third* – Hidden Hollow Hot Shot, Pam Lear
Shown by Emma Grace Lear

**OLIVE FLANIGAN CHALLENGE TROPHY**
*Donated by the Flanigan Family, 1992*
To be awarded annually to the horse and rider combination accumulating the highest number of points in the Walk-Trot Pleasure Division. Must be won two times by the same Combination for permanent possession.

*Recipient* – *The Budmeister and Olivia Johnson*
SADDLEBRED 3-GAITED SHOW PLEASURE, ENGLISH, JUNIOR EXHIBITOR
Champion – Gypsy's Supreme Commander, Tyler Hodgkins

SADDLEBRED 3-GAITED SHOW PLEASURE, ENGLISH, AMATEUR ADULT
Champion – A Royal Opportunity, Rebecca Gagnon

SADDLEBRED COUNTRY PLEASURE, ENGLISH
Champion – Willy Love, Brooke Lefebvre
Reserve – Tornaado's Fiz, Theresa Guillemette-Doyle
Shown by Kristen Howe

SADDLEBRED COUNTRY PLEASURE, HUNTER
Champion – Rosewall's Northern Hero, Melissa Hannon
Reserve – Santana's Giselle Lullaby, Jennifer Morrison
**STANDARDBRED PLEASURE, 2-GAIT**

*Champion* – Simon Watson, Wallace Watson  
Shown by Jenna LeBarge

**STANDARDBRED PLEASURE, 3-GAIT**

*Champion* – Gone to Carolina, Amy Higgins  
Shown by Kathleen Bailey

**OPEN HALTER HORSE/PONY, JUNIOR HANDLER**

*Champion* – John's Jet Lag, Morgan Schlaack  
*Reserve* – Clearbrook's My Two Cents,  
Lily Ouellette and Tatum Milley

**OPEN HALTER HORSE/PONY,**

*Champion* – Mighty Smoke Show, Carole Mason  
*Reserve* – John's Jet Lag, Morgan Schlaack

**MINIATURE HORSE DRIVING**

*Champion* – Pine Meadow Farm Patience, Pam Dube  
*Reserve* – SRF Hot Topic, Vicki Towne

---

**NEW BOSTON FARM CHALLENGE TROPHY**

Donated by Paulajean O'Neill and New Boston Farm, 2010  
To be awarded annually to the horse/pony and rider combination having the highest number of points in the Short Stirrup Equitation and Hunter Divisions combined. To be won two times by the same combination for permanent possession.

**Recipient:** Konundrum and Grace Keenan
2016 SPHO-ME
LIFE AFTER RACING CHAMPIONS
Highest Scoring 2 & 3-Gait Standardbreds in STB classes on the MHA Circuit.

Two- Gait Champion –
Simon Watson, Wallace Watson
Shown by Jenna LeBarge
Reserve – D A’s Bad Boy,
Judith Catchpole

Three-Gait Champion –
Gone to Carolina, Amy Higgins
Shown by Kathleen Bailey

ARABIAN/HALF ARABIAN WESTERN PLEASURE
Champion – Psyntrific, Sharon Carroll

BPL FIGURATIW MEMORIAL CHALLENGE TROPHY
Donated by Meg Hall, 2012
Re-Donated by Sharon Carroll, 2015
To be awarded annually to the horse and rider accumulating the highest number of points in the Arabian Western Pleasure Horse Division. Must be won two times by the same owner for permanent possession.
Recipient – Psyntrific and Sharon Carroll

LADIES PLEASURE HORSE, WESTERN
Champion – Little Oak’s Custom Chrome,
Janine & Allen Hawkins
Shown by Emily Hawkins

LADIES PLEASURE HORSE, ENGLISH
Champion – Kennebec Rugby, Kathleen Bailey
Reserve – A Royal Opportunity, Rebecca Gagnon

HORSE COLTS & FILLIES, TWO YEARS & UNDER
Champion – MVA Heavens Veraz, Laurie Emery & Jane Washburn
Reserve – MVA Enchantress, Laurie Emery & Jane Washburn

THE FINISH LINE CHALLENGE TROPHY
Donated by a Friend of MHA, 2006
To be awarded annually to the horse and rider combination accumulating the highest number of points in the entire Games & Races Division (Open/divided Adult/Jr Exhibitor classes to count) Lead Line and Walk-Trot sections not to count. To be won two times by the same horse and rider combination for permanent possession.
Recipient: Gone to Carolina & Kathleen Bailey
ROAD HACK HORSE  
*Champion* – Gone to Carolina, Amy Higgins  
Shown by Kathleen Bailey

ARAB/HALF-ARAB HUNTER PLEASURE  
*Champion* – MVA Kahlua N Cream, Jess Small

HALF-ARABIAN PLEASURE HORSE, OPEN  
*Champion* – Design's LTD Edition, Sharon Carroll

BRIDLE PATH HORSE  
*Champion* – Kennebec Rugby, Kathleen Bailey  
*Reserve* – Design's LTD Edition, Sharon Carroll

FORTY & OVER PLEASURE HORSE  
*Co-Champion* – Rosewall's Northern Hero, Melissa Hannon  
*Co-Champion* – Mighty Smoke Show, Carole Mason  

*MHA WESTERN PLEASURE HORSE*  
*Champion* – John's Jet Lag, Morgan Schlaack  
*Reserve* – Mighty Smoke Show, Carole Mason

COSTUME CLASS, OPEN  
*Champion* – Clearbrook's My Two Cents, Lily Ouellette and Tatum Milley  
*Reserve* – Hidden Hollow Hot Shot, Pam Lear, Shown by Emma Grace Lear

FAMILY PLEASURE HORSE  
*Champion* – Mighty Smoke Show, Carole Mason

**DENIM RIDGE FARM FAMILY PLEASURE HORSE/PONY CHALLENGE TROPHY**  
*Recipient* – Mighty Smoke Show, Carole Mason
OPEN SHOW HACK
Champion – Gone to Carolina, Amy Higgins
Shown by Kathleen Bailey

HUNTER PLEASURE HORSE
[Hunter/Jumper Shows]
Champion – Crusin for a Ransom,
Esther Goodrich-Puffer

HUNTER PLEASURE HORSE [Pleasure Shows]
Champion – Mighty Smoke Show, Carole Mason
Reserve – John's Jet Lag, Morgan Schlaack

TROUBLES EZ TOUCH MEMORIAL CHALLENGE TROPHY
Re-Donated by Emily Knight, 2010
To be awarded annually to the horse and rider combination accumulating the highest number of points in the Hunter Pleasure Horse, Open Division. To be won two times by the same horse and rider combination for permanent possession.
Recipient – Mighty Smoke Show and Carole Mason

YOUTH ACTIVITY PLEASURE HORSE/PONY, WESTERN
Champion – John's Jet Lag, Morgan Schlaack

THE PAUL MANGIN MEMORIAL TROPHY
Provided by the Paul Mangin Memorial Fund
To be awarded to the rider and horse combination earning the highest number of points in Youth Activity Pleasure Horse, Western. To be won three times by the same combination for permanent possession.
Recipient: Morgan Schlaack and John's Jet Lag

JUNIOR EXHIBITOR'S HACK HORSE/PONY
Champion – In Like Flynn, Sarah Lettre
Shown by Andrea Sanborn
Reserve – Gypsy's Supreme Commander,
Tyler Hodgkins
Third – Refused to Sink, Miranda Migneault
MHA MEDALLION PLEASURE HORSE/PONY

PLEASURE SHOWS ~~~
GOLD – Mighty Smoke Show, Carole Mason
SILVER – Willy Love, Brooke Lefebvre
BRONZE – Kennebec Jester, Margaret Bailey-Miller

HUNTER/JUMPER SHOWS ~~~
GOLD – Crusin for a Ransom, Esther Goodrich-Puffer

CHRISTOPHER VOSE MEMORIAL AWARD
Donated by David & Pam Vose in 1995
To be awarded annually to the youth, who in the opinion of his/her peers, best exemplifies the spirit of sportsmanship on the MHA Show Circuit. To be determined by vote of all youth.

Tonight’s recipient is: ______________________

NATALIE B. LIBBY MEMORIAL AWARD
Donated in 2010
Donated in loving memory of Natalie and her lifelong dedication to the Maine Horse Association by Ricky Drew & Jo Hight. To be voted on by the adult general membership for the adult member who contributed to the betterment of the Maine Horse Association in the given year.

Tonight’s recipient is: ______________________

As we celebrate our grand champions and bid farewell to the 2016 show season, the MHA Officers, Board and Staff applaud all those who helped make 2016 a success - riders, owners, trainers, grooms, families & friends, show staffs, volunteers, spectators, donors, vendors, other support personnel and most especially our equine partners, without whom this great adventure would not be possible. With the hectic holiday season upon us, may we all take time to pause, reflect and cherish the season past, and look forward to the challenges, goals and adventures of the 2017 show season.